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Almost weightless and able to pass through the densest
materials with ease, neutrinos may offer answers to questions
ranging from relativity and quantum mechanics to more
radical theories about dark energy and supersymmetry.
Heinrich Päs serves as our fluent guide to a particle world
that tests the boundaries of space, time, and human
knowledge.
Argues that post-crisis Wall Street continues to be controlled
by large banks and explains how a small, diverse group of
Wall Street men have banded together to reform the financial
markets.
Global Finance on Screen is the first collection exclusively
dedicated to a growing body of multi-format and multimedia
audiovisual work that this book designates as the finance film.
Finance film provides critical visualizations of the secretive,
elitist, PR firewalled, and gender and race-biased world of
finance, and its mysterious characters, jargon and products. It
reconstructs for the screen and for broader audiences
finance’s logics, responsibilities, practices, and ethos, and
traces the effects of money, markets, investment, credit, debt,
bubbles, and crashes on our well-being, desires, values, and
actions. The chapters for this interdisciplinary collection are
written by European and North American scholars in film
studies, anthropology, business ethics, cultural studies,
political economy, and sociology. They reveal and evaluate
the ability of film to document financial cultures; reflect
economic, cultural and political transformations related to
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the alienating
consequences of the growing role played by financial services
in the global economy; mobilize social action against
finance’s excesses; as well as spread finance and capitalist
mythology. The collection offers in-depth investigations of
feature films such as Wall Street, Freefall, Margin Call,
Justice&Co, The Wolf of Wall Street, and The Big Short, and
documentaries such as Inside Job, Capitalism: A Love Story
and In a Strange Land.
In My Life as a Quant, Emanuel Derman relives his exciting
journey as one of the first high-energy particle physicists to
migrate to Wall Street. Page by page, Derman details his
adventures in this field—analyzing the incompatible personas
of traders and quants, and discussing the dissimilar nature of
knowledge in physics and finance. Throughout this tale, he
also reflects on the appropriate way to apply the refined
methods of physics to the hurly-burly world of markets.
Written by a Twice Exceptional (Gifted & Dyslexic) 8 year old,
this book is NOT a children's book, but is intended for high
school, college or adults wanting an approachable overview
to Quantum Physics.
The New York Times bestselling author of The Physics of
Wall Street “deftly explains all you wanted to know about
nothingness—a.k.a. the quantum vacuum” (Priyamvada
Natarajan, author of Mapping the Heavens). James Owen
Weatherall’s bestselling book, The Physics of Wall Street,
was named one of Physics Today’s five most intriguing
books of 2013. In this work, he takes on a fundamental
concept of modern physics: nothing. The physics of
stuff—protons, neutrons, electrons, and even quarks and
gluons—is at least somewhat familiar to most of us. But what
about the physics of nothing? Isaac Newton thought of empty
space as nothingness extended in all directions, a kind of
theater in which physics could unfold. But both quantum
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right. Nothing, it turns out, is an awful lot like something, with
a structure and properties every bit as complex and
mysterious as matter. In his signature lively prose, Weatherall
explores the very nature of empty space—and solidifies his
reputation as a science writer to watch. Included on the 2017
Best Book List by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) “An engaging and
interesting account.”—The Economist “Readers get a dose of
biography while following such figures as Einstein, Dirac, and
Newton to see how top theories about the void have been
discovered, developed, and debunked. Weatherall’s clear
language and skillful organization adroitly combines history
and physics to show readers just how much ‘nothing really
matters.’”—Publishers Weekly
"Meticulously researched and unapologetically romantic, How
the Hippies Saved Physics makes the history of science fun
again." —Science In the 1970s, an eccentric group of
physicists in Berkeley, California, banded together to explore
the wilder side of science. Dubbing themselves the
"Fundamental Fysiks Group," they pursued an audacious,
speculative approach to physics, studying quantum
entanglement in terms of Eastern mysticism and psychic mind
reading. As David Kaiser reveals, these unlikely heroes spun
modern physics in a new direction, forcing mainstream
physicists to pay attention to the strange but exciting
underpinnings of quantum theory.
The Physics of Wall StreetA Brief History of Predicting the
UnpredictableHoughton Mifflin Harcourt

The untold story of an eccentric Wall Street tycoon and
the circle of scientific geniuses he assembled before
World War II to develop the science for radar and the
atomic bomb. Together they changed the course of
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philanthropist, and society
figure Alfred Lee Loomis gathered the most visionary
scientific minds of the twentieth century—Albert Einstein,
Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, Enrico Fermi, and
others—at his state-of-the-art laboratory in Tuxedo Park,
New York, in the late 1930s. He established a top-secret
defense laboratory at MIT and personally bankrolled
pioneering research into new, high-powered radar
detection systems that helped defeat the German Air
Force and U-boats. With Ernest Lawrence, the Nobel
Prize–winning physicist, he pushed Franklin Delano
Roosevelt to fund research in nuclear fission, which led
to the development of the atomic bomb. Jennet Conant,
the granddaughter of James Bryant Conant, one of the
leading scientific advisers of World War II, enjoyed
unprecedented access to Loomis’ papers, as well as to
people intimately involved in his life and work. She
pierces through Loomis’ obsessive secrecy and
illuminates his role in assuring the Allied victory.
The definitive biography of the brilliant, charismatic, and
very human physicist and innovator Enrico Fermi In
1942, a team at the University of Chicago achieved what
no one had before: a nuclear chain reaction. At the
forefront of this breakthrough stood Enrico Fermi.
Straddling the ages of classical physics and quantum
mechanics, equally at ease with theory and experiment,
Fermi truly was the last man who knew everything--at
least about physics. But he was also a complex figure
who was a part of both the Italian Fascist Party and the
Manhattan Project, and a less-than-ideal father and
husband who nevertheless remained one of history's
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new archival material and
exclusive interviews, The Last Man Who Knew
Everything lays bare the enigmatic life of a colossus of
twentieth century physics.
“Fundamentals might be the perfect book for the winter
of this plague year. . . . Wilczek writes with breathtaking
economy and clarity, and his pleasure in his subject is
palpable.” —The New York Times Book Review One of
our great contemporary scientists reveals the ten
profound insights that illuminate what everyone should
know about the physical world In Fundamentals, Nobel
laureate Frank Wilczek offers the reader a simple yet
profound exploration of reality based on the deep
revelations of modern science. With clarity and an
infectious sense of joy, he guides us through the
essential concepts that form our understanding of what
the world is and how it works. Through these pages, we
come to see our reality in a new way--bigger, fuller, and
stranger than it looked before. Synthesizing basic
questions, facts, and dazzling speculations, Wilczek
investigates the ideas that form our understanding of the
universe: time, space, matter, energy, complexity, and
complementarity. He excavates the history of
fundamental science, exploring what we know and how
we know it, while journeying to the horizons of the
scientific world to give us a glimpse of what we may soon
discover. Brilliant, lucid, and accessible, this celebration
of human ingenuity and imagination will expand your
world and your mind.
An economic historian presents the first, wide-ranging
chronicle of the rise of Wall Street, tracing how the Street
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fueled the development
of the
U.S. into a world
economic power and how it was increasingly subjected
to government involvement. UP.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • The epic story of
the greatest quest in all of science—the holy grail of
physics that would explain the creation of the
universe—from renowned theoretical physicist and author
of The Future of the Mind and The Future of Humanity
When Newton discovered the law of gravity, he unified
the rules governing the heavens and the Earth. Since
then, physicists have been placing new forces into evergrander theories. But perhaps the ultimate challenge is
achieving a monumental synthesis of the two remaining
theories—relativity and the quantum theory. This would
be the crowning achievement of science, a profound
merging of all the forces of nature into one beautiful,
magnificent equation to unlock the deepest mysteries in
science: What happened before the Big Bang? What lies
on the other side of a black hole? Are there other
universes and dimensions? Is time travel possible? Why
are we here? Kaku also explains the intense controversy
swirling around this theory, with Nobel laureates taking
opposite sides on this vital question. It is a captivating,
gripping story; what’s at stake is nothing less than our
conception of the universe. Written with Kaku’s
trademark enthusiasm and clarity, this epic and engaging
journey is the story of The God Equation.
Now in paperback, “a compelling, accessible, and
provocative piece of work that forces us to question
many of our assumptions” (Gillian Tett, author of Fool’s
Gold). Quants, physicists working on Wall Street as
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have been
triggering financial crises with their complex
mathematical models. Their formulas were meant to
allow Wall Street to prosper without risk. But in this
penetrating insider’s look at the recent economic
collapse, Emanuel Derman—former head quant at
Goldman Sachs—explains the collision between
mathematical modeling and economics and what makes
financial models so dangerous. Though such models
imitate the style of physics and employ the language of
mathematics, theories in physics aim for a description of
reality—but in finance, models can shoot only for a very
limited approximation of reality. Derman uses his
firsthand experience in financial theory and practice to
explain the complicated tangles that have paralyzed the
economy. Models.Behaving.Badly. exposes Wall
Street’s love affair with models, and shows us why
nobody will ever be able to write a model that can
encapsulate human behavior.
Watch a Video Watch a video Download the cheat sheet
for Roger Lowenstein's The End of Wall Street » The
roots of the mortgage bubble and the story of the Wall
Street collapse-and the government's unprecedented
response-from our most trusted business journalist. The
End of Wall Street is a blow-by-blow account of
America's biggest financial collapse since the Great
Depression. Drawing on 180 interviews, including sitdowns with top government officials and Wall Street
CEOs, Lowenstein tells, with grace, wit, and razor-sharp
understanding, the full story of the end of Wall Street as
we knew it. Displaying the qualities that made When
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classic
sense for narrative drama and his unmatched ability to
tell complicated financial stories in ways that resonate
with the ordinary reader-Roger Lowenstein weaves a
financial, economic, and sociological thriller that indicts
America for succumbing to the siren song of easy debt
and speculative mortgages. The End of Wall Street is rife
with historical lessons and bursting with fast-paced
action. Lowenstein introduces his story with precisely
etched, laserlike profiles of Angelo Mozilo, the Johnny
Appleseed of subprime mortgages who spreads toxic
loans across the landscape like wild crabapples, and
moves to a damning explication of how rating agencies
helped gift wrap faulty loans in the guise of triple-A paper
and a takedown of the academic formulas that-once
again- proved the ruin of investors and banks.
Lowenstein excels with a series of searing profiles of
banking CEOs, such as the ferretlike Dick Fuld of
Lehman and the bloodless Jamie Dimon of JP Morgan,
and of government officials from the restless, dealobsessed Hank Paulson and the overmatched Tim
Geithner to the cerebral academic Ben Bernanke, who
sought to avoid a repeat of the one crisis he spent a
lifetime trying to understand-the Great Depression.
Finally, we come to understand the majesty of
Lowenstein's theme of liquidity and capital, which
explains the origins of the crisis and that positions the
collapse of 2008 as the greatest ever of Wall Street's
unlearned lessons. The End of Wall Street will be
essential reading as we work to identify the lessons of
the market failure and start to reb...
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"Surging seaJames
levels are
inundating
"Hurricanes and tornadoes are becoming fiercer and
more frequent." "Climate change will be an economic
disaster." You've heard all this presented as fact. But
according to science, all of these statements are
profoundly misleading. When it comes to climate change,
the media, politicians, and other prominent voices have
declared that "the science is settled." In reality, the long
game of telephone from research to reports to the
popular media is corrupted by misunderstanding and
misinformation. Core questions—about the way the
climate is responding to our influence, and what the
impacts will be—remain largely unanswered. The climate
is changing, but the why and how aren't as clear as
you've probably been led to believe. Now, one of
America's most distinguished scientists is clearing away
the fog to explain what science really says (and doesn't
say) about our changing climate. In Unsettled: What
Climate Science Tells Us, What It Doesn't, and Why It
Matters, Steven Koonin draws upon his decades of
experience—including as a top science advisor to the
Obama administration—to provide up-to-date insights and
expert perspective free from political agendas.
Fascinating, clear-headed, and full of surprises, this book
gives readers the tools to both understand the climate
issue and be savvier consumers of science media in
general. Koonin takes readers behind the headlines to
the more nuanced science itself, showing us where it
comes from and guiding us through the implications of
the evidence. He dispels popular myths and unveils littleknown truths: despite a dramatic rise in greenhouse gas
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actually decreased from
1940 to 1970. What's more, the models we use to predict
the future aren't able to accurately describe the climate
of the past, suggesting they are deeply flawed. Koonin
also tackles society's response to a changing climate,
using data-driven analysis to explain why many
proposed "solutions" would be ineffective, and
discussing how alternatives like adaptation and, if
necessary, geoengineering will ensure humanity
continues to prosper. Unsettled is a reality check buoyed
by hope, offering the truth about climate science that you
aren't getting elsewhere—what we know, what we don't,
and what it all means for our future.
In this important and engaging book, Weatherall tells the
story of how physicists came to Wall Street and how their
ideas changed finance forever.
A look inside the world of “quants” and how science can
(and can’t) predict financial markets: “Entertaining and
enlightening” (The New York Times). After the economic
meltdown of 2008, Warren Buffett famously warned,
“beware of geeks bearing formulas.” But while many of
the mathematicians and software engineers on Wall
Street failed when their abstractions turned ugly in
practice, a special breed of physicists has a much
deeper history of revolutionizing finance. Taking us from
fin-de-siècle Paris to Rat Pack–era Las Vegas, from
wartime government labs to Yippie communes on the
Pacific coast, James Owen Weatherall shows how
physicists successfully brought their science to bear on
some of the thorniest problems in economics, from
options pricing to bubbles. The crisis was partly a failure
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of mathematical
modeling.
even more, it was a
failure of some very sophisticated financial institutions to
think like physicists. Models—whether in science or
finance—have limitations; they break down under certain
conditions. And in 2008, sophisticated models fell into
the hands of people who didn’t understand their
purpose, and didn’t care. It was a catastrophic misuse of
science. The solution, however, is not to give up on
models; it’s to make them better. This book reveals the
people and ideas on the cusp of a new era in finance,
from a geophysicist using a model designed for
earthquakes to predict a massive stock market crash to a
physicist-run hedge fund earning 2,478.6% over the
course of the 1990s. Weatherall shows how an obscure
idea from quantum theory might soon be used to create
a far more accurate Consumer Price Index. The Physics
of Wall Street will change how we think about our
economic future. “Fascinating history . . . Happily, the
author has a gift for making complex concepts clear to
lay readers.” —Booklist
A highly respected physicist demonstrates that the
essential beliefs of Christianity are wholly consistent with
the laws of physics. Frank Tipler takes an exciting new
approach to the age-old dispute about the relationship
between science and religion in The Physics of
Christianity. In reviewing centuries of writings and
discussions, Tipler realized that in all the debate about
science versus religion, there was no serious scientific
research into central Christian claims and beliefs. So
Tipler embarked on just such a scientific inquiry. The
Physics of Christianity presents the fascinating results of
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concepts of physics for the lay reader and brings to light
the underlying connections between physics and
theology. In a compelling example, he illustrates how the
God depicted by Jews and Christians, the Uncaused
First Cause, is completely consistent with the
Cosmological Singularity, an entity whose existence is
required by physical law. His discussion of the scientific
possibility of miracles provides an impressive, credible
scientific foundation for many of Christianity’s most
astonishing claims, including the Virgin Birth, the
Resurrection, and the Incarnation. He even includes
specific outlines for practical experiments that can help
prove the validity of the “miracles” at the heart of
Christianity. Tipler’s thoroughly rational approach and
fully accessible style sets The Physics of Christianity
apart from other books dealing with conflicts between
science and religion. It will appeal not only to Christian
readers, but also to anyone interested in an issue that
triggers heated and divisive intellectual and cultural
debates.
A Wall Street Journal Best Book of 2013 If you ever
regretted not taking physics in college--or simply want to
know how to think like a physicist--this is the book for
you. In this bestselling introduction, physicist Leonard
Susskind and hacker-scientist George Hrabovsky offer a
first course in physics and associated math for the ardent
amateur. Challenging, lucid, and concise, The
Theoretical Minimum provides a tool kit for amateur
scientists to learn physics at their own pace.
The discovery of calculus in the seventeenth century by
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profound and far-reaching effect on the world. Calculus
provided a powerful tool that enabled the fledgling
science of physics to break new ground in our
understanding of the workings of the natural universe.
Indeed, calculus is virtually synonymous with physics as
it is the mathematics of infinitesimal change. As the
world about us appears to be a continuity punctuated by
discrete things, then calculus is vital in understanding the
behavior of a quantitative change relative to another,
from one instant to the next. The intellectual endeavor of
mathematics can be thought of as a tree, with calculus
one of its boughs. This bough consisting of two major
branches, one entwined about the other-differentiation
and integration. This book focuses on the discovery,
methods and applications of the mathematics of
differentiation. Differential calculus, as opposed to
integral calculus, considers variable quantitative
relationships to one another in the form of tangents.
Techniques in Differentiation is based on material written
for high school calculus students. However, the book is
suitable for any elementary calculus student at either
high school or university level. It aims to give calculus
students a deeper understanding of the subject. This is
achieved by, in part, providing more historical
background and development than is offered by most
calculus textbooks. A common failing of many technical
textbooks is to skim over mathematical workings that get
to some result. Mathematical and scientific textbooks
typically assume the student has the required
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the missing details for
themselves. This is an ongoing major complaint of
students and can make the study of a mathematics
textbook particularly frustrating. The author of
Techniques in Differentiation in contrast, provides
detailed line-by-line working in proofs and examples.
Another complaint of mathematics students is textbooks
that provide too few exercises, or overly simple
questions with which to practice. The author provides a
large number of exercise questions, ranging in level of
difficulty from easy to challenging. In addition,
Techniques in Differentiation includes the answers to all
the questions in the exercises at the end of each
chapter. It is particularly irksome when a textbook does
not provide answers to exercises-students find it
frustrating when they are unable to see if they have
adequately mastered the concepts and techniques
outlined in a mathematics book. The dedicated student
will find in calculus a powerful analytical tool with
applications in the physical sciences, engineering and
technology. And like all areas of mathematics, it can also
be appreciated for its own inherent beauty. Techniques
in Differentiation will provide mathematics students with
the technical skills with which to explore and appreciate
calculus and its applications.
Max Tegmark leads us on an astonishing journey
through past, present and future, and through the
physics, astronomy and mathematics that are the
foundation of his work, most particularly his hypothesis
that our physical reality is a mathematical structure and
his theory of the ultimate multiverse. In a dazzling
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science, he not only helps us grasp his often mindboggling theories, but he also shares with us some of the
often surprising triumphs and disappointments that have
shaped his life as a scientist. Fascinating from first to
last—this is a book that has already prompted the
attention and admiration of some of the most prominent
scientists and mathematicians.
For the past fifteen years, acclaimed science writer
Margaret Wertheim has been collecting the works of
"outsider physicists," many without formal training and all
convinced that they have found true alternative theories
of the universe. Jim Carter, the Einstein of outsiders, has
developed his own complete theory of matter and energy
and gravity that he demonstrates with experiments in his
backyard,-with garbage cans and a disco fog machine he
makes smoke rings to test his ideas about atoms.
Captivated by the imaginative power of his theories and
his resolutely DIY attitude, Wertheim has been following
Carter's progress for the past decade. Centuries ago,
natural philosophers puzzled out the laws of nature using
the tools of observation and experimentation. Today,
theoretical physics has become mathematically
inscrutable, accessible only to an elite few. In rejecting
this abstraction, outsider theorists insist that nature
speaks a language we can all understand. Through a
profoundly human profile of Jim Carter, Wertheim's
exploration of the bizarre world of fringe physics
challenges our conception of what science is, how it
works, and who it is for.
Imagine, if you can, the world in the year 2100. In
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Kaku—the New York Times
bestselling author of Physics of the Impossible—gives us
a stunning, provocative, and exhilarating vision of the
coming century based on interviews with over three
hundred of the world’s top scientists who are already
inventing the future in their labs. The result is the most
authoritative and scientifically accurate description of the
revolutionary developments taking place in medicine,
computers, artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, energy
production, and astronautics. In all likelihood, by 2100
we will control computers via tiny brain sensors and, like
magicians, move objects around with the power of our
minds. Artificial intelligence will be dispersed throughout
the environment, and Internet-enabled contact lenses will
allow us to access the world's information base or
conjure up any image we desire in the blink of an eye.
Meanwhile, cars will drive themselves using GPS, and if
room-temperature superconductors are discovered,
vehicles will effortlessly fly on a cushion of air, coasting
on powerful magnetic fields and ushering in the age of
magnetism. Using molecular medicine, scientists will be
able to grow almost every organ of the body and cure
genetic diseases. Millions of tiny DNA sensors and
nanoparticles patrolling our blood cells will silently scan
our bodies for the first sign of illness, while rapid
advances in genetic research will enable us to slow
down or maybe even reverse the aging process, allowing
human life spans to increase dramatically. In space,
radically new ships—needle-sized vessels using laser
propulsion—could replace the expensive chemical rockets
of today and perhaps visit nearby stars. Advances in
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the fabled space elevator,
which would propel humans hundreds of miles above the
earth’s atmosphere at the push of a button. But these
astonishing revelations are only the tip of the iceberg.
Kaku also discusses emotional robots, antimatter
rockets, X-ray vision, and the ability to create new lifeforms, and he considers the development of the world
economy. He addresses the key questions: Who are the
winner and losers of the future? Who will have jobs, and
which nations will prosper? All the while, Kaku
illuminates the rigorous scientific principles, examining
the rate at which certain technologies are likely to
mature, how far they can advance, and what their
ultimate limitations and hazards are. Synthesizing a vast
amount of information to construct an exciting look at the
years leading up to 2100, Physics of the Future is a
thrilling, wondrous ride through the next 100 years of
breathtaking scientific revolution.
“God does not play dice with the universe.” So said
Albert Einstein in response to the first discoveries that
launched quantum physics, as they suggested a random
universe that seemed to violate the laws of common
sense. This 20th-century scientific revolution completely
shattered Newtonian laws, inciting a crisis of thought that
challenged scientists to think differently about matter and
subatomic particles. The Dreams That Stuff Is Made Of
compiles the essential works from the scientists who
sparked the paradigm shift that changed the face of
physics forever, pushing our understanding of the
universe on to an entirely new level of comprehension.
Gathered in this anthology is the scholarship that
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works by Niels Bohr, Max Planck, Werner Heisenberg,
Max Born, Erwin Schrodinger, J. Robert Oppenheimer,
Richard Feynman, as well as an introduction by today's
most celebrated scientist, Stephen Hawking.
Perspectives in Computation covers three broad topics:
the computation process & its limitations; the search for
computational efficiency; & the role of quantum
mechanics in computation.
An intriguing look at how technology is changing financial
markets, from an innovator on the frontlines of this
revolution Nerds on Wall Street tells the tale of the
ongoing technological transformation of the world's
financial markets. The impact of technology on investing
is profound, and author David Leinweber provides
readers with an overview of where we were just a few
short years ago, and where we are going. Being a
successful investor today and tomorrow--individual or
institutional--involves more than stock picking, asset
allocation, or market timing: it involves technology. And
Leinweber helps readers go beyond the numbers to see
exactly how this technology has become more
responsible for managing modern markets. In essence,
the financial game has changed and will continue to
change due entirely to technology. The new "players,"
human or otherwise, offer investors opportunities and
dangers. With this intriguing and entertaining book,
Leinweber shows where technology on Wall Street has
been, what it has meant, and how it will impact the
markets of tomorrow.
Wei Yen explores how differences in world views
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thought and culture have
on management and leadership behaviors. In The
Geography of Thought Richard Nisbett showed how the
thought and culture of the East is rooted in Chinese
Confucian ideals while that of the West goes back to the
early Greeks. In From Great Wall to Wall Street, Wei Yen
explores how these differences impact today’s
leadership and management practices. He delves deeply
into the two cultures and their philosophical roots, and
explains why there can exist significant
misunderstandings between the two camps. Yen was
born in China, raised in Hong Kong, educated both there
and in the US and then spent half his working life in the
US and half in Asia. From his vantage point, straddling
both cultures he compares and contrasts the pragmatic,
wholistic Chinese (or Asian) management style with the
rational and analytical Western management style. He
shows their pros and cons, the areas where they differ
and situations where one may be more successful than
the other. Yen argues that understanding traditional
Chinese culture, and how it affects management
behaviors and current events, can help decision makers
make better decisions in business, finance and politics.
He further combines culture with credit analysis to argue
that it is unlikely that China will suffer a financial collapse
despite a slowing economy and high debt levels. Equally,
he shows how that same philosophical traditions also lie
behind China’s inability to innovate or project the “soft
power” that the West’s globally successful popular
culture has achieved. How can the West take advantage
of China’s epic rise to strike win-win outcomes? How
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integrated
community and become a better global citizen in the
future? How can policy makers make more realistic
policies? None of these can be accomplished without
first understanding where each other is coming from.
Popular physics primer by an acclaimed author offers
accessible, imaginative explanations of string theory, the
Schrödinger's Cat paradox, quantum uncertainty, black
holes, and other cosmic oddities. Numerous playful
illustrations.
After the economic meltdown of 2008, Warren Buffett
famously warned, ‘Beware of geeks bearing formulas.’
But as James Weatherall demonstrates, not all geeks
are created equal. Taking us from fin-de-siècle Paris to
Rat Pack–era Las Vegas, from wartime government labs
to Yippie communes on the Pacific coast, Weatherall
shows how a special breed of physicists successfully
brought their science to bear on some of the thorniest
problems in economics. While the crisis was partly a
failure of mathematical modelling, it was even more a
failure of some financial institutions to think like
physicists. Models — whether in science or in finance —
have limitations; they break down under certain
conditions. And in 2008, sophisticated models fell into
the hands of people who didn’t understand their
purpose, and didn’t care. It was a catastrophic misuse of
science. The solution, however, is not to give up on
models; it’s to make them better. Weatherall reveals the
people and ideas on the cusp of a new era in finance.
We see a geophysicist predict a massive stock-market
crash by using a model designed for earthquakes. We
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2478.6% over the course of the 1990s. And we discover
how an obscure idea from quantum theory might soon be
used to create a far more accurate consumer price
index. Both persuasive and accessible, The Physics of
Wall Street will change how we think about our economic
future.
More than fifty years ago, John Coltrane drew the twelve
musical notes in a circle and connected them by straight
lines, forming a five-pointed star. Inspired by Einstein,
Coltrane put physics and geometry at the core of his
music. Physicist and jazz musician Stephon Alexander
follows suit, using jazz to answer physics' most vexing
questions about the past and future of the universe.
Following the great minds that first drew the links
between music and physics-a list including Pythagoras,
Kepler, Newton, Einstein, and Rakim-The Jazz of
Physics reveals that the ancient poetic idea of the Music
of the Spheres," taken seriously, clarifies confounding
issues in physics. The Jazz of Physics will fascinate and
inspire anyone interested in the mysteries of our
universe, music, and life itself.
“[Czerski’s] quest to enhance humanity’s everyday
scientific literacy is timely and imperative.”—Science
Storm in a Teacup is Helen Czerski’s lively, entertaining,
and richly informed introduction to the world of physics.
Czerski provides the tools to alter the way we see
everything around us by linking ordinary objects and
occurrences, like popcorn popping, coffee stains, and
fridge magnets, to big ideas like climate change, the
energy crisis, or innovative medical testing. She provides
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answers to vexing
questions:
How do ducks keep their
feet warm when walking on ice? Why does it take so
long for ketchup to come out of a bottle? Why does milk,
when added to tea, look like billowing storm clouds? In
an engaging voice at once warm and witty, Czerski
shares her stunning breadth of knowledge to lift the veil
of familiarity from the ordinary.

In a universe filled by chaos and disorder, one
physicist makes the radical argument that the growth
of order drives the passage of time -- and shapes the
destiny of the universe. Time is among the
universe's greatest mysteries. Why, when most laws
of physics allow for it to flow forward and backward,
does it only go forward? Physicists have long
appealed to the second law of thermodynamics, held
to predict the increase of disorder in the universe, to
explain this. In The Janus Point, physicist Julian
Barbour argues that the second law has been
misapplied and that the growth of order determines
how we experience time. In his view, the big bang
becomes the "Janus point," a moment of minimal
order from which time could flow, and order
increase, in two directions. The Janus Point has
remarkable implications: while most physicists
predict that the universe will become mired in
disorder, Barbour sees the possibility that order -the stuff of life -- can grow without bound. A major
new work of physics, The Janus Point will transform
our understanding of the nature of existence.
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Praise for How I Became a Quant "Led by two topnotch quants, Richard R. Lindsey and Barry
Schachter, How I Became a Quant details the quirky
world of quantitative analysis through stories told by
some of today's most successful quants. For anyone
who might have thought otherwise, there are
engaging personalities behind all that number
crunching!" --Ira Kawaller, Kawaller & Co. and the
Kawaller Fund "A fun and fascinating read. This
book tells the story of how academics, physicists,
mathematicians, and other scientists became
professional investors managing billions." --David A.
Krell, President and CEO, International Securities
Exchange "How I Became a Quant should be must
reading for all students with a quantitative aptitude. It
provides fascinating examples of the dynamic career
opportunities potentially open to anyone with the
skills and passion for quantitative analysis." --Roy D.
Henriksson, Chief Investment Officer, Advanced
Portfolio Management "Quants"--those who design
and implement mathematical models for the pricing
of derivatives, assessment of risk, or prediction of
market movements--are the backbone of today's
investment industry. As the greater volatility of
current financial markets has driven investors to
seek shelter from increasing uncertainty, the quant
revolution has given people the opportunity to avoid
unwanted financial risk by literally trading it away, or
more specifically, paying someone else to take on
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the unwanted risk. How I Became a Quant reveals
the faces behind the quant revolution, offering
you?the?chance to learn firsthand what it's like to be
a?quant today. In this fascinating collection of Wall
Street war stories, more than two dozen quants
detail their roots, roles, and contributions, explaining
what they do and how they do it, as well as outlining
the sometimes unexpected paths they have followed
from the halls of academia to the front lines of an
investment revolution.
A Harvard scholar argues that mathematical models
can provide solutions to current economic
challenges, explaining that the economic meltdown
of 2008 was based on a misunderstanding of
scientific models rather than on the models
themselves.
Now a classic, this is the fundamental text for those
seeking a "Spiritual Understanding of Nature on the
Basis of Goethe's Method of Training Observation
and Thought." Working out of a detailed history of
science, Lehrs reveals to the reader not only how
science has been inescapably led to the illusions it
holds today, but more importantly, how the reader
may correct in himself these misconceptions brought
into his world view through modern education.
In this "provocative" book (New York Times), a
contrarian physicist argues that her field's modern
obsession with beauty has given us wonderful math
but bad science. Whether pondering black holes or
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predicting discoveries at CERN, physicists believe
the best theories are beautiful, natural, and elegant,
and this standard separates popular theories from
disposable ones. This is why, Sabine Hossenfelder
argues, we have not seen a major breakthrough in
the foundations of physics for more than four
decades. The belief in beauty has become so
dogmatic that it now conflicts with scientific
objectivity: observation has been unable to confirm
mindboggling theories, like supersymmetry or grand
unification, invented by physicists based on aesthetic
criteria. Worse, these "too good to not be true"
theories are actually untestable and they have left
the field in a cul-de-sac. To escape, physicists must
rethink their methods. Only by embracing reality as it
is can science discover the truth.
Over the years, Jeremy Bernstein has been in
contact with many of the world’s most renowned
physicists and other scientists, many of whom were
involved in politics, literature, and language. In this
diverse collection of essays, he reflects on their
work, their personal relationships, their motives, and
their contributions. Even for those people he writes
about that he did not know personally, he provides
important insights into their lives and work, and
questions their character, their decisions, and the
lives they led. In the first three essays, Professor
Bernstein looks at economic theory and how some
physicists who developed interesting economic
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models based on derivatives and hedge funds
almost led to the country into bankruptcy. In later
essays, he discusses a suspect visit to Poland by
the great Heisenberg during the Nazi era, a visit that
there is almost nothing written about. Included also
are essays on ancient languages and a nuclear
weapons program in South Africa that was
supposedly dismantled. In one particularly humorous
essay, he describes how an ill-conceived manned
spaceship to be powered by an atomic bomb was
being developed by some of the country’s most
powerful intellects. The project never got off the
ground. Dipping into these pages is like rummaging
around in the mind of a genius who has a potpourri
of interests and an abundance of fascinating
experiences. Bernstein has not only rubbed elbows
with some of the finest minds in world, he has
worked and played with them. He has sometimes
mourned with them and laughed at them. His sharp
wit and even sharper analysis make for a fascinating
read.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER When and
how did the universe begin? Why are we here? What
is the nature of reality? Is the apparent “grand
design” of our universe evidence of a benevolent
creator who set things in motion—or does science
offer another explanation? In this startling and
lavishly illustrated book, Stephen Hawking and
Leonard Mlodinow present the most recent scientific
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thinking about these and other abiding mysteries of
the universe, in nontechnical language marked by
brilliance and simplicity. According to quantum
theory, the cosmos does not have just a single
existence or history. The authors explain that we
ourselves are the product of quantum fluctuations in
the early universe, and show how quantum theory
predicts the “multiverse”—the idea that ours is just
one of many universes that appeared spontaneously
out of nothing, each with different laws of nature.
They conclude with a riveting assessment of Mtheory, an explanation of the laws governing our
universe that is currently the only viable candidate
for a “theory of everything”: the unified theory that
Einstein was looking for, which, if confirmed, would
represent the ultimate triumph of human reason.
An inside look at a Wall Street trading room and
what this reveals about today’s financial system
Debates about financial reform have led to the
recognition that a healthy financial system doesn’t
depend solely on how it is structured—organizational
culture matters as well. Based on extensive research
in a Wall Street derivatives-trading room, Taking the
Floor considers how the culture of financial
organizations might change in order for them to
remain healthy, even in times of crises. In particular,
Daniel Beunza explores how the extensive use of
financial models and trading technologies over the
recent decades has exerted a far-ranging and
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troubling influence on Wall Street. How have models
reshaped financial markets? How have models
altered moral behavior in organizations? Beunza
takes readers behind the scenes in a bank unit that,
within its firm, is widely perceived to be “a class
act,” and he considers how this trading room unit
might serve as a blueprint solution for the ills of Wall
Street’s unsustainable culture. Beunza
demonstrates that the integration of traders across
desks reduces the danger of blind spots created by
models. Warning against the risk of moral
disengagement posed by the use of models, he also
contends that such disengagement could be avoided
by instituting moral norms and social relations.
Providing a unique perspective on a complex
subject, Taking the Floor profiles what an effective,
responsible trading room can and should look like.
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